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We are pleased to announce the upcoming release of VolunteerMatters. These updates while extremely 

helpful will not substantial change the system's interface so there's no "training" required. We just want 

to make sure you know these features are now available to you. There is nothing you need to do to 

receive these improvements and they are all included in your subscription.  On Monday 05/13/2012 

there will be a number of system improvements including the following highlights: 

• Improved Volunteer Application / Self Registration Form 

• Advanced Searches in Contact Chooser 

• Improved Contact Quick Find 

• Exports Galore! 

• Group List Views to Keep Things Organized 

• Improved Address Exports from List View 

• Easily Research a Volunteer's Requirements as of a Specific Date 

• Improved 'OR' Filter Mechanism for Reporting 

• Filter on 'Current Placements' in More Reports 

• View Volunteer Opportunities with "Open Slots" 

• You Can Now Customize the Field Groupings in 'My Profile' 

Improved Volunteer Application / Self Registration Form 
In short, we made the volunteer registration form 

better looking, more customizable, and smarter.  The 

new default styling utilizes more page width, and 

gives a clearer delineation between form sections 

and fields.  We've also changed the way we 

implement field help text so that the text is always 

displayed (rather than having to click a help link for 

each field).  Pro and Enterprise customers don't have 

to stop there.  We can implement your own 

stylesheet to use any colors, fonts, or styles you wish 

to match your brand (contact support for more 

details).  We can also add JavaScript to your form to 

show/hide fields or entire sections based on a 

registrant's earlier field responses (contact support for more details). 
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Advanced Searches in Contact Chooser 
Now when using the chooser to send emails, run 

letter merges, assign requirements, track 

placements, or anywhere else you can now 

perform an "advanced search".  This allows you 

to perform quick searches on cross-sections of 

your contacts without having to formally create 

a "view". 

 

 

Improved Contact Quick Find 
Quick Find now searches all words entered against all name and membership ID fields.  Previously, it 

looked for an exact match in any single name field.  This improvement will expand search results and 

make it much easier to find similar records.  For example, if you type 'Jane Smith' in the quick search, 

the system will return all contacts that have Jane or Smith in any of the name fields (title, first, middle, 

last, previous). 

Exports Galore! 
You may now export the results of any list view to a spreadsheet format.  This was previously reserved 

for the contact list alone, but admins may now perform this function when viewing lists of volunteer 

calendars, volunteer opportunities, volunteer interactions, and giving interactions.   

Volunteers/members can also perform their own spreadsheet exports from the volunteering tab in 'My 

Profile' on the volunteer history as well as upcoming assignments.  Look for the Excel/Spreadsheet icon 

at the top-right of your list views. 
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Group List Views to Keep Things Organized 
You can now assign your public and private list views to groups to keep them better organized.  When 

editing an existing view or creating a new one there will be a new filed for 'Group'.  The system will 

automatically group the views in the drop-down lists alphabetically by group, then by view. 

 

Improved Address Exports from List View 
You could previously perform a contact detail export from the reporting section of the product to get 

contact address fields in separate columns of a spreadsheet (address1, address2, city, state, postal code, 

Country).  Previously from the list view export it included the entire address is a single cell in the 

spreadsheet.  Now when you perform a one-click export of any contact list view the address field will 

also be broken out into separate columns.    

Easily Research a Volunteer's Requirements as of a Specific Date 
When an administrator is researching a 

contact's requirements the system previously 

listed all requirements and fulfillments for 

that contact since the beginning of time.  You 

may now filter the view to show 

requirements and fulfillments as a specific 

date to make the review of information more 

relevant and less cluttered.  As always, a 

volunteer/member will only see current 

requirements and fulfillments from the 'My 

Profile' screens.  When an administrator is 

viewing the Requirements tab on a contact 

record the display will default to show all 

requirements/fulfillments as of today.  To 

research past requirements, simply change 
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the as-of date using the calendar control (e.g., selecting a date from last year to see last year's 

requirements)  

Improved 'OR' Filter Mechanism for Reporting 
When defining filters for reports you may now easily add 'OR' filters for volunteer history, giving, 

attendance, and communication interactions.  For example, you may create a quick filter to only include 

giving interactions that belong to either the annual fund OR the casino night fundraiser. Previously when 

running these reports you could only include filters where the type (or in the case of giving interactions - 

campaign) equals, starts with, ends with, or contains a specific value - where you would have to type in 

the value from memory.  Now, you will be able to select one or more checkboxes of the previously 

defined values and the filter will include interactions of any of the selected types or campaigns.  

Filter on 'Current Placements' in More Reports 
You may now filter reports by 'Current Placements' in the volunteer history, giving, attendance, and 

communication reports.  For example, you could easily filter a report to only include volunteer history 

for members of your board or those who are associated with a specific committee. For example, when 

running a volunteer history report, you may set a field filter.  You will now notice an option where you 

can define to only include contacts whose current placements equal, start with, end with, or contain a 

specific value.  For example, if you wanted to include all members of the communication committee you 

could specify to include all contacts where their 'Current Placement' contains the word 'communication'. 

View Volunteer Opportunities with "Open Slots" 

Previously the system showed the number of people currently assigned to a volunteer and the max 

number of people that could be assigned to it.  The administrator would then have to infer from this 

information where there was availability for additional volunteers.  This latest release calculates the 

number of open slots (max count minus currently assigned count) which enables an administrator to 

show this value in the list view or even filter on it.  When creating a new view or editing an existing one, 

you can edit the list view columns to include "Open Slots" and you may also edit the List View Filter to 

add a filter where the 'Open Slots' equals, does not equal, or is greater than any value you define (the 

most common being where 'Open Slots' is greater than zero to show all opportunities with availability) 
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You Can Now Customize the Field Groupings in 'My Profile' 
Previously the product allowed you to configure which fields a volunteer could view and/or self-manage 

about themselves.  We've taken things a step further and now allow you to customize how those fields 

are grouped when presenting to the volunteer/member.  To update the field grouping for ‘My Profile’, 

visit Setup / My Profile Page Layout.  The setup utility uses the same approach as setting up the 

grouping of fields for the administrative view of a contact record.  For more information please refer to 

the “Grouping and Organizing Contact Fields” section of the VolunteerMatters User Manual. 

 

 

 


